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Wake up, Neo.
Welcome to Journey Planet.

In this issue, we discuss the Matrix trilogy, in
celebration of the twentieth anniversary of the first
film’s release.
Fan authors discuss everything from their first
impressions of the movies way back in 1999, to the role of
prophecy and religion in the movies, to the statements the
films make about sexuality and how we relate to it.

Amongst all of this, we have recollections from James
Bacon of his favourite scenes from the first movie, and
from Dave Lane explaining various factoids from the world
of the Matrix that you may be unfamiliar with.

We are your editors: John Coxon, James Bacon and Chris
Garcia. We’ll be re-introducing you to the Matrix.
So, take the red pill.
Let’s see how deep the rabbit hole goes.
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Editorial

by Chris Garcia
There is a moment in The Matrix that blows my mind
to this day. No, it’s not in bullet-time, or any of the
effects, honestly, but in a simple scene of the crew
eating in the real world. They’re eating this stuff
that is nowhere near as good as the food they have
access to within The Matrix, and they mention that
it reminds them of ‘runny eggs’ and then go off on
figuring out how they managed to come up with the
ideas and experiences for food and such.

the nature of reality, Plato’s Cave, and the ways in
which destiny steps all over apparent free will. Why
do I love the scene of them eating so much? Because it’s about the middle. We are to assume that
the world they are living in is the real world, and
The Matrix is the illustion world. What they’re talking about is the mediator, what ancient man must
have wondered about the gods, what the medieval
philosophers probably discussed about God. How did
they create the things we see, and how did they deLet’s break that down a bit. They’re talking about termine what their effect on us would be? It’s BIG
the very fabric of reality, how the world is designed PICTURE type stuff, from people who had been living
for them to experience. That’s a powerful concept, in a simulation and are now out of it, but STILL have
and one that hits at the very significant philosoph- those big questions. In essence, there is no escaping
ical debates over the nature of our reality, and the from The Matrix because we always want to know the
idea that it might, in fact, be a computer simulation. answer to the most important question – How?
Note: there are actual sciencers talking about this.
And that’s ultimately why when the theory that
Let’s take an interesting step here. The Matrix is about the Universe might be a computer simulation came
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running itself on a virtual machine, we’d not be of
the same stuff. That sort of nested universe isn’t too
strange; it’s the basis of a very funny Rick and Morty
episode.

Dave’s Matrix Facts
The Wachowskis initially went to
Warner Brothers and essentially said
‘we want to make this trilogy, and
we want to direct it’. They were
politely informed that studios tend
not to give
hundreds of millions
of dollars to unknown first-time
directors, and to perhaps start with
something smaller. They then went
and made Bound, nailed it, and after
a fair bit more persuasion were given
the go-ahead for The Matrix, which
then went on to be WB’s highest
grossing film.

The scene illustrates something very interesting to
me; even when we have proven that there is more to
the world than we can know, we still want answers.
There is nothing that will stop questioning. They
know that there is a God, as it were, and they are
still wondering about it. The answer to the question
“why are we here?” isn’t enough. There will always
be questions. At first, they are questions of existence.
Is there more than this? Who made us? Then come
the questions of process. How did they create us?
What were the rules? How’d they choose what runny
eggs taste like? Then, as we get more and more solid in our understanding, it’s about questioning your
role in things. Do I have free will? Am I the only one
who knows. We can see this throughout the history
of thought.

about, I was intrigued. You see, The Matrix is about
those who escaped the simulation, which is fascinating, but if the Universe as we know it is a simulation, then how would one escape? My guess would
be you’d have to go to the edge of the universe and
jump off, I guess. We all know that we are real, that
we’re not simulations, that we exist, we have form,
we are true. We can only guess about everyone else.
There’s the classic question of whether what we see
as blue is what anyone else sees as blue, which is sorta a big question with the almost certain answer of
“No, I’m the only one who sees it like this” which is
kinda a bummer.

That’s partly what makes the scene so effective: it’s
obvious that it’s a thought process that is happening to people who are no longer questioning the big
picture. No matter how far we go down the rabbit
hole, we’ll still have things to ask. That’s why I love
The Matrix, and partly why I don’t think we’re living
in a simulation: because there would be an obvious
endgame if we were!

If the universe is a simulation, then what does that
mean? On a base level, it means we can blink out of
existence at any given moment whenever the simulator decides they’ve collected enough data. That’s
kinda freaky, no? Next, it means that so many of the
fringe-thoughts are actually true. Is there other life
in the Universe? Uh-huh, unless you consider the
area where the computer running the simulation is
housed to be extra-universal. Intelligent Design? No
doubt. An intelligence would be required to create
a simulation. A meaning to life? Why else create a
simulation? The mind-body problem? Completely
solved, because there is no actual body, only mind,
program, code.
What they’re talking about around that table in
The Matrix is the ways and means of gods, and how
they create the things they’ve created. What’s really interesting is that the crew manages to both be
within the simulation, and outside it, manipulating
it. That’s kinda nuts, and if we are living in a simulation, there’s a weirdness to that. We would be code,
and unless we are running on a virtual machine

James’ Favourite Scenes
The comment, “you look a little whiter
than usual” and the response, “ever
have that feeling if you are not sure
if you are awake or still dreaming”,
was responded with with hilarity,
mescaline and unplugging for some
rest and relaxation, and why not,
chase that white rabbit. Hold on, is
it chasing the dragon, anyhow. The
club was good, although I would have
liked more sleaze and filth (in a
good, sex-positive way) than cool,
and didn’t Trinity just take the
screen, her shoulder, so sexy. Neo’s
misconception: “Jeez… I thought you
were a guy”, clumsy and obvious yet
honest and real. Trinity intimately
leans in, intensely whispering her
warning, “they are watching you Neo,”
intimidating in its invasion of his
personal space.
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My First Matrix Movie
by John Coxon

We all have things about us that we’d rather our friends didn’t know. For some of us, it’s
The Wasp Factory, but for me, it’s my route into
The Matrix. As many of the authors within this issue
have remarked, The Matrix came out in 1999, and at
the time it did, I was 10 years old (sorry). The movie
was given a 15 certificate, and so I was too young to
see it, but by the time The Matrix Reloaded came out
in 2003, I was 14½ years old, and so I blagged my way
into the local cinema and settled down to watch it
with my best friend at the time.

time) that I didn’t actually realise that the character
depicted in those parts of the movie is Trinity, and
it wasn’t until Neo’s poorly-timed flashback to that
scene that I realised what was going on there.

I think that presages people’s main criticism of
Reloaded, which was that it relied far too heavily on
CGI and set-pieces and lost a lot of the tight dialogue
and cleverly directed scenes for which the original
movie is beloved. But since I hadn’t seen the original,
Reloaded was an adrenaline-fuelled romp through a
cyberpunk world bursting with possibility. I would
The astute observer, at this point, will realise that actually argue that, as an introduction to the world,
what I haven’t done is tell you about how I saw it works far better for highlighting how much poThe Matrix beforehand. I haven’t mentioned record- tential there is in the Matrix than the original movie
ing it off the telly or getting a VHS of the movie and ever did. As such, I hold Reloaded in high regard.
watching it over and over, becoming obsessed with
the tightly written and oh-so-quotable dialogue. I I did, sadly, see The Matrix Revolutions in the conhaven’t mentioned compulsively rewatching the ventional way, as the third movie I’d watched in
lobby scene, with Neo and Trinity making their way the franchise. I think where Reloaded suffers in very
through bad guys like a hot knife through butter. And small parts from assuming the viewer has watched
although my father did record the movie off the telly The Animatrix (the introduction of Kid, for instance),
for me, he recorded it the day that we went to see Revolutions suffers even more so, mainly due to the
The Matrix Reloaded, and owing to some sort of cock- ending. I still regard the end of Revolutions as almost
up – bad traffic? too much homework? – we didn’t perfect – Neo brokering peace with the machines,
who were betrayed by their creators and have been
have time to see it before we went to the cinema.
waging war as a result ever since: Arguably in fear
So, sitting down to watch The Matrix Reloaded was my that should they stop, they will once and for all be
first time watching a Matrix movie.
annihilated. Neo’s peace offering makes perfect
sense in that context, and so makes perfect sense if
Conventional wisdom, I think, dictates that one you’ve seen ‘The Second Renaissance’, and so I’ve aldoesn’t start with The Matrix Reloaded. Indeed, quite ways held Revolutions in high regard, too.
a bit of wisdom actually stipulates that you shouldn’t
bother with Reloaded or Revolutions at all. But real- But there’s no arguing, really, that The Matrix is a cut
ly, the movie mostly makes sense even if you’ve above. It’s The Matrix that I still regularly quote lines
never seen the first movie. In fact, several parts of from, and still find myself wanting to rewatch whenit make more sense, I’d argue. The fact that Tank ever I write about it. I do understand why people felt
has been replaced by Link for some reason doesn’t let down by the sequels, and I do think that I was
strike you as odd, if Link is the first operator of the lucky – I got to see them without any expectation
Nebuchadnezzar that you’ve come across. The intro- from the first movie, and they were so much better
duction of Kid isn’t jarring, since, well, I just sort of for it.
assumed he’d featured in the previous movie.
In light of this, I’m apprehensive about the fourth
One thing that did confuse me, which probably movie, news about which has started to drip down
wouldn’t have done had I seen the original first, is the pipeline. Will it be a return to the triumph of
the opening to Reloaded, in which Trinity infiltrates The Matrix? Or will it be as disappointing for me as
the building and dies as she flees. The CGI through- Reloaded and Revolutions were for my friends? Only
out that scene was confusing enough (even at the time will tell.
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Enter the Matrix
Before I let you get to the interesting part of this fanzine – i.e., the part where I stop writing and let other
people with more interesting things to say take over
the words – I can’t quite bring myself not to mention a videogame called Enter the Matrix. This was
released on GameCube, amongst other platforms,
and told the story of Niobe, the captain of the Logos
(and a character who features quite prominently in
Reloaded and Revolutions). It also tells the story of her
first mate, Ghost, and their operator, Sparks.

Enter the Matrix was the first time I ever got to take
part in a story and feel like I was seeing parts of the
world that weren’t being properly depicted in the
movies. It was really cool to be able to control Niobe and Ghost, and so to see the reasons that Niobe
makes the decisions she does in the movies, such as
answering the call to seek out the Nebuchadnezzar,
was really awesome. Seeing the characters from the
movie interacting with characters I was playing was
similarly really awesome.

As someone who’d been a fan of Star Wars since
the special editions in 1997, and who had read
Heir to the Empire and many of the ancillary books that
came after it, the idea of a shared universe wasn’t
new to me. However, none of the characters in what
the Expanded Universe had ever made it to the point
where they’d been referenced in a Star Wars movie.

I suspect if I played it now I’d wonder what I saw in
the game. I’m not sure it will have aged well, and I’m
certain that I loved it far more for the story than I
did the gameplay. I seem to recall the level design
was frustrating and the graphics were fuzzy. But it
was the closest I’ve ever felt to going down the rabbit
hole, and I remember that fondly.
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The Crew
James Bacon

project management she has become an enthusiast
for open science, RRI, and science communication in
James Bacon is a Hugo Award-winning fanzine ed- her role at the Max-Delbrück-Center for Molecular
itor and the co-creator of a little fanzine called
Medicine.
Journey Planet.

Bill Howard

Pete ‘Cardinal’ Cox

Bill is an old school sci-fi media consumer. Who
spends far too much time haunting used bookstores
saying “have it, read it”.

Occasional fictional character, poet and playwright;
Cardinal Cox’s ambition is to be the last error in the
Encyclopedia of SF.

James Mason

John Coxon

James Mason is an old grump who likes movies,
John Coxon also edits the fanzine Procrastinations,
books, comics, video games. and spends far too much
but hasn’t pubbed an ish since 2014. In his spare
time and money on all of them.
time, he is a space plasma physicist at the University
of Southampton. He is on Twitter as @johncoxon.

Helena McCallum

Dave Lane

Helena McCallum is a SF-loving geek from South
London currently raising two geeks of her own.
The author of the Matrix facts that are peppered
around the various articles of this issue, Dave Lane is When not reading she knits and teaches, sometimes
both at the same time.
an English programmer, gamer and Matrix fan.

Ulrika O’Brien

Meg Frank

Meg Frank is a Hugo Award finalist and the talent Ulrika O’Brien is a congenitally snarky fan-writer,
behind the cover on this issue of Journey Planet! They -editor, and -artist, and sometime convention-runner. She lives near Seattle with a mostly bipedare on Twitter as @peripateticmeg.
al spouse and an aging menagerie of quadrupeds,
with whom she occasionally watches movies. She
Warren Frey
is a member of fwa and the co-editor of BEAM (the
Warren Frey is a Canadian journalist, writer, purWorld’s Finest Fanzine).
veyor of action dolly comics and cinematic ne’er do
well. He lives in Vancouver, Canada, where he grumPeppard Saltine
bles as he walks through CW comic book film sets on
Peppard Saltine has a hideous visage which is both
the way to work.
repellent and comical to behold, but he rolls +20 charisma. Despite being a prolific reader, he has yet to
Chris Garcia
learn anything of note. His bios are always at least
Chris Garcia has been editing zines since before he
one sentence too long.
knew how to talk. He’s a Hugo Award-winning editor
of The Drink Tank as well as this very zine. He’s on
Jenn Scott
Twitter at @johnnyeponymous.
Jenn Scott is an emerging UX designer and Matrix
fan in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Emma Harris
Dr Emma Harris’ research background is in cultural
España Sheriff
history, specifically post-apocalyptic fiction and the
fear of technology, but her career has moved from “ess-PAHN-yah” like the country, “SHEH-riff”, as in
science fiction to science fact. Working in research Sheriff’s Department.
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A Revolution in the PostApocalyptic Metropolis
by Emma Harris

The Filmrauschpalast cinema is exactly how you
might imagine a Berlin cinema of the late-80s or early-90s to look like: grungy, bohemian, strange. You
access the cinema through a short, narrow passageway made from dark grey concrete and up a stairwell covered in graffiti. Inside the lobby the tiled
floors are chipped and dirty and the walls host a mismatch of old and new film posters. The brick-walled
screening room is cosy; consisting of only 45 velvety
green seats, and there is an actual wood burner in
the corner to heat the room in winter. The movies
are shown via 35mm film projection. Multiplexes
and IMAX are a distant memory, this is what a cinema run by urban squatters might look like.

thetic that the Filmrauschpalast embodies. And the
way in which The Matrix represents the city makes it
a very unusual post-apocalyptic film.

The ‘real world’ of The Matrix is set in circa 2199 (as
opposed to the world created by the AI which is in
1999). During the intervening two centuries humanity achieved the singularity by creating sentient
‘strong’ AI, a war broke out between humanity and
the AI, humans deliberately poisoned the atmosphere in order to cut off the AI’s solar power supply,
and the AI then enslaved humanity to use them as
a power source instead. They created a simulation
to keep humanity compliant, but some humans remain free in an underground city called Zion and
It was a uniquely fitting place to view a 20th anniver- some fight back as part of the resistance, going in to
sary screening of The Matrix. The Filmrauschpalast the Matrix to disrupt the sentient AIs called Agents.
looks and feels like it could have been on the floor The Matrix, then, is clearly established as being set in
below Neo’s apartment or next door to the building a post-apocalyptic world.
where Morpheus is captured by the agents. Despite
the focus on digital technology in The Matrix, much Post-apocalyptic films in American popular culture
of the film is set in rundown urban environments. frequently contain several recurring tropes. One of
From the Oracle’s tiny apartment to the subway the most common of these is that the characters will
station where Neo fights Agent Smith, many of the be seeking a paradise that will be free of the barbafilms most significant set pieces take place in loca- rism and harsh conditions of the post-apocalyptic
tions that match the grungy, intensely urban aes- world. They will usually find it in the last few scenes
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of the film. This paradise will usually be Edenic, a natural paradise, or take the form of a small rurally-located village. Reaching this utopia almost always
means leaving urban settings and going to pastoral
ones. For example, at the end of Waterworld (1995)
they leave the floating shanty town and the metal
stronghold of the film’s villain and find a tropical
island. In The Ultimate Warrior (1975) the characters
flee the violent streets of New York and find a small
island where they can grow crops. In films such as
Cherry 2000 (1987) or Warlords (1988), the characters
find a small settlement which is quiet and homely.
The most significant difference between The Matrix
and many other post-apocalyptic films lies in the
way the urban and technology are represented.
While the Machines are clearly an evil manifestation of technology, the antidote to them is not to flee
into an agrarian paradise, but to reclaim power by
using that technology to resist and fight back. The
Oracle, who holds incredible power within the narrative, does not live in a temple or a forest, but in an
apartment. She occupies a domestic space, delivering prophecies from her kitchen while baking cookies. Neo’s death and resurrection do not happen on
a mountain top or in a cave, but in the hallway of an
anonymous military building. The urban landscape
in The Matrix’s post-apocalyptic world is not one
which must be fled, but one which must be reshaped,
where the power imbalances must be realigned, and
where the freedom of the individual has to regained.
This is important because the pastoral paradises that
are shown to be the characters’ salvation in so many
post-apocalyptic films also symbolise traditional and
conservative values. The end of I Am Legend (2009)
even has a shot where a church, an American flag,
and military personnel are all framed by the gateway to the safe haven the characters having been
searching for. The key symbols of conservative middle America are emphatically linked to this utopian
vision. The rural landscape can, therefore, be understood as a rejection of the supposed decadence and
corruption of the modern urban world. The city represents technology and modernity while the rural
landscape represents tradition and simplicity. However, The Matrix clearly embraces different values.
The city in The Matrix takes various forms: as a modern metropolis, as a grungy underworld, and as a
desolate ruin. But these spaces are not condemned,
but rather celebrated. The city is a location for a revolution, in the grand tradition of one of the first big
scale SF films ever made – Metropolis (1927). In both
The Matrix and Metropolis the dizzying skyscrapers,
the tangled back alleys, and the intriguing dilapidated interiors becomes as much a character in the film
as the humans and the machines. In both films the

sensation of vertigo is used as a metaphor for the
sensation of discovering a horrifying truth. The relationship between the city and the characters reflects
the shifts and developments of the plot. The word
Metropolis actually means ‘mother state’ (from ancient Greek), and this is how the city is treated in
The Matrix: as a place that must be mourned and
fought for, not abandoned.
The Matrix also embraces social values which would
not fit well into I Am Legend’s middle American dream
or Waterworld’s Edenic island. While Neo is a white
male saviour figure he spends the majority of the
film being aided and protected by an African-American man and a strong androgynous woman. In addition, the characters all go by alternative names
(Neo is Thomas Anderson in the Matrix), and these
chosen names confer power to them because they
reflect their true identities as humans who are living
free in the ‘real world’. Agent Smith refuses to use
the name Neo, always calling him Mr Anderson. This
is because he wants Neo to return to his identity as
someone who is obedient and useful, he wants him
to conform. In this regard ‘Thomas Anderson’ can
be considered his ‘slave name’ or his ‘birth name’. It
is a name given to him that communicates his lack
of autonomy and his powerlessness. Agent Smith’s
insistence on calling Neo ‘Mr Anderson’ symbolises
the wider oppression of individual freedoms in our
society, such as prejudice against LGBTQ+ communities, racial bigotry, and political injustices. This
connection between the film’s characters fighting to
choose their own identities and real world issues becomes even more vivid when we consider the gender
transition of the Wachowskis from male to female.
In the final scenes of the film Neo manages to assert power over not only his own individual identity, but also over the environment around him. He
sees the code that creates and controls the city. In
this post-apocalyptic narrative, utopia will not be
achieved by escaping from the dangers of the city,
but by staying and fighting to retake it as a space
where self-determination is the most powerful
weapon against those who would like humanity to be
submissive. Perhaps this is why The Matrix has aged
so well: it is still radical and impactful after 20 years.
It determinedly tells a different story to the one that
has been established in American popular culture. It
is, then, even more fitting to have watched the 20th
anniversary screening in a weird shabby cinema in
Berlin - a place that possibly more than anywhere
else in the world understands the importance of
fighting for the soul of a city.
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Lana, Lilly and the Art of
Pansexual Smartypantsing
by Warren Frey

If you need proof of the enduring power of the
Matrix trilogy, look no further than the fact that Lana
and Lilly Wachkowski are still working in Hollywood
20 years later. I don’t make that statement lightly. I
admire a filmmaking duo that can throw philosophy,
kung fu, and a patina of Bay Area BDSM culture into
a blender and have it all transform into something
different, exciting and in its own way revolutionary.
When I say “revolutionary,” most people assume I’m
referring to the visual effects. While bullet time is
impressive, it was being used in advertisements and
experimental films before the Wachkowskis turned
it into a cultural phenomenon. Bullet time fit the
film perfectly and blew audience’s minds, but if they
hadn’t used it someone else would have.

there are smart people in the movie business, very
few succeed to the extent the Wachkowskis have and
then say “alright audience, time to read some books
if you want to keep up.”
Let’s ignore Speed Racer for the moment, which is
clearly a labor of love for the filmmakers but not
quite reaching for the cerebral levels of The Matrix.
Actually, let’s not ignore Speed Racer, because it’s a
great example of what most visionary artists do
when their tentative first dance with Hollywood
leads to filthy lucre, selling out and deep diving into
childish nostalgia. The Wachowskis are no less guilty
of that than Tim Burton or any number of aging
wunderkind collecting a paycheque from the giant
film studio machine.

It’s what the Wachkowskis did next that was inspiring. After Speed Racer was released to critical disdain
and abysmal box office, they didn’t end up as directors for hire or move to television (that came much
later, and on their own terms), they went back to the
well and put out movies that cost a mint and could
I happen to like The Matrix Reloaded as a frenzied, fun only really have been made by them.
action film, and I’ll tolerate Matrix Revolutions because…it finishes the story, I guess? But there’s no Cloud Atlas. Jupiter Ascending. Even V For Vendatta,
which they produced, made no bones post 9-11
arguing which is the best film.
about making a rhythmic terrorist the hero of a poOnce The Matrix shattered box office records, the litically charged future thriller. This was a film that
Wachkowskis had a free pass to make whatever they talked about surveillance during the Patriot Act and
wanted, provided they delivered more Matrix films. mocked imperialism and authoritarianism while
I honestly believe at this point they said to them- tanks rolled through Baghdad.
selves “we’re never going to get this shot again” and
It was also where a stunning vignette about two
tripled down on the Kierkegaard references.
women who fall in love and are torn apart by hate
I’m not by any means saying the Wachowskis are in- was front and center in a film ostensibly aimed at
tellectual pretenders or don’t deserve the plaudits action aficionados and comic book nerds. I quite like
they’ve received. Have you ever watched an inter- V for Vendetta as a film, but the sequence that still
view with Lana Wachkowski? She’s scary smart. She sticks in my mind 14 years later is Valerie and Ruth
carries around a brain that frankly is wasted on Hol- as they’re pulled apart by fascist thugs and sent to
lywood, a vapid town full of chuckleheads, and while their doom.
And while the first Matrix film is a deft blend of influences from martial arts to anime to the then-limping
cyberpunk genre (remember 1995’s Johnny Mnemnomic? Me neither), the script is the classic threeact Hollywood structure honed to a razor’s edge.
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From that point on, the Wachkowskis lived up to the
worst nightmares of the angry, basement dwelling
hordes currently hurling “SJW!” at any genre film
that dares to have a strong female protagonist as its
lead. The Wachkowskis are most certainly Social Justice Warriors, in the sense that they’re pushing their
own progressive point of view extraordinariy well.
Sense 8, their foray into television, may not have garnered huge numbers (since it’s on Netflix, we’ll never know) but it certainly found a loyal fanbase drawn
to a diverse, pansexual cast of characters living life
on their own terms. Not just anybody can pull that
off, but the Wachkowskis did.

controversy adverse Hollywood. The mere fact that
idiots grasp at symbols like V and the Red Pill shows
just how potent and lasting the Wachkowskis creations have become, and how much of an impression
they made on the cultural firmament.
So while I may not even like some of the Wachkowskis’ later work, I have to respect it. It takes guts,
determination and skill to not just push your agenda on Hollywood, but steamroll right over the movie
business with Eddie Redmayne in a catsuit.

And it all started with Carrie Ann Moss, Keanu
Reeves and Hugo Weaving kicking each other’s butts
And yet much like The Matrix itself, where everything while a camera made impossible moves to a techno
is an illusion and most of humanity is missing the soundtrack. Not a bad opening move.
point, the moments and
images the Wachkowskis
stamped on the culture
have been twisted and
misinterpreted by a generation of drones. The
V for Vendetta mask has
gone from a symbol of
rebellion to…well, a fashion statement cloaked in
questionable dissent. The
Red Pill, symbol of Neo’s
search for the truth and
the gateway of his transformation from John Anderson to The One, has
been perverted into a
tired anti-feminist tool
of the alt-right to delude
themselves they’re something more than just ignorant, sex-deprived bigots.
None of that foolishness
is the fault of the Wachkowskis. Even if you don’t
like their later films, (and
honestly they do veer towards self-indulgence),
at least they hew to a vision, and one that until
recently wasn’t deemed
socially acceptable in the
mainstream media and
certainly not in risk and
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Mirrorshades and PVC
by España Sheriff

In 1999 The Matrix looked like the future. A nightma- Everything about its design worked towards this efreish dystopian cyberpunk future, but a stylish and fect; colour scheme, wire fu, production design, mucool one all the same.
sic… but Kym Barret’s costume design was crucial.
Slick and futuristic, a little bit spy chic and a little bit
Having recently re-watched the first film, I like it fetish, black and shiny and revolutionary.
more now than I did when it came out. It has held up
well, but time and age have also given me perspec- Barret’s first movie as costume designer was the
tive. I seem to remember my reaction at the time be- wildly stylized Romeo + Juliet, a Baz Luhrmann exing that it was fun but overhyped, not quite as blaz- travaganza full of bold colours and sun-drenched
ingly original as everyone was saying, but looking imagery, its own costumes still iconic more than
back now this was a bit of snobbishness common to twenty years later. Then, after the oddball indie film
sff fandom types (to which I’m still prone – what can Zero Effect, she travelled to the US for an almost enyou do?). But I certainly couldn’t deny that it looked tirely different project – The Matrix.
cool as fuck.
In the world of The Matrix her available palette and range of styles was much reduced,
but the result is equally distinctive, and
it stands up shockingly well. The scenes
in which you briefly see some standard
nineties oversize tees and suits are almost
jarring in comparison to the now-iconic
costumes the main cast wears the rest of
time, dating the movie in a way that almost nothing else does, thanks in part to
the clever production design that mixes
old and new. That idea is not original to
The Matrix franchise: it’s baked into cyberpunk since Blade Runner and in particular
a certain “mid-century-with-computers”
aesthetic has become a staple since at
least Batman: The Animated Series for works
that want to create a sense of genre timelessness. But The Matrix manages to use it
in a specifically futuristic setting, and in
a way that mostly avoids anything looking obviously dated. The inclusion of obsolete-at-the-time tech like rotary phones
helps make the CRT monitors unremarkable, likewise the classic MIB aesthetic of
the agents contrasts with the club-wear of
the rebel cast – both now simultaneously
futuristic and retro.
The Wachowskis had clear ideas of how
the world they were creating was going
to look, it had existed in their heads for
years, first imagined as a comic book project years earlier.
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After reading the script Barrett described her first
impression of the story as a mix of Samurai and
Western, though thankfully the first film generally avoids most of the unfortunate tropes of cyberpunk orientalism. Like most costume designers she
worked closely with the directors and the production designers to come up with the final looks, using
textures and discussing the feelings they intended
to evoke, showing them images of rain or ink as inspiration, and considering how the finished costume
would respond to the lighting. Then too with the
actors, personalizing and figuring out the effect of
movement, critical in any action movie but doubly
so when accounting for wire work; the actors had to
wear fiberglass pieces shaped to their torsos under
their clothing so they would be held rigid while being lifted by the wires.

part of the the residual self image which the characters see themselves as. Everything is created from
their minds, and with total control over the reality
around you it’s bespoke all the way, no off-the-rack
for our heroes. The outfits are not just personalized,
they eventually become fluid; in the scene where
Neo decides he needs ALL the guns, he also suddenly
has straps and holders under his coat to hold all of
them. Their shoes were designed by Barrett to meet
the needs of the action and match the style of the
wearer. Even their sunglasses, unnecessary in the
twilight world of the Matrix but crucial to the sleek,
armoured look of the trio, are unique the actors faces. Each had head moulds taken and the eyewear designed to fit their specific shape.

Black and green dominate, with a green wash even
over what the mind remembers as white – futuristic
Barrett was told the world of The Matrix would be but also a bit sickly and unnatural. In the world outdark and high contrast, and that Trinity should side of the Matrix the clothes are softer, the colour
look like an oil slick. She constructed costumes that faded to off-whites and pale browns, patched and
are still highly identifiable for the main trio; Neo’s shabby from extended reuse, well worn cottons and
coat, part gunslinger duster, part superhero cape, knit wool covering the fragile organics in their shabTrinity’s slick aerodynamics blending in and out of by metal home as it floats through the inhospitable
light and shadow, Morpheus’ suit the embodiment wastes.
of serene basassery. At the time, Trinity’s outfit had
a welcome practicality for a female action lead. It In the immediate aftermath of the first movie’s rewas sleek and sexy but not overtly sexualized or ex- lease the impact on fashion was immediatel, John
posed, her boots had heels but not obviously so, and Galliano and Vera Wang were just two of the high
presumably included to but her height closer to the fashion designers to create lines inspired by the
movie, Janet Jackson at the 2000 MTV movie awards
other two.
looked like she had stepped off The Matrix set (she
In hindsight, seeing all three of the main cast in a row was, after all, was one of the people originally ofthere is also a pleasing spectrum of gender presenta- fered the role of Trinity).
tion, Trinity is sleek and sexy, soft butch androgyny,
Morpheus is smooth masculinity, broad shouldered Styles come back around pretty regularly nowadays,
suit and tie but solid and stable, and Neo’s visual rep- and 20 years is about the right timeframe to reach
back and borrow looks, so it’s no surprise that in the
resentation falls nicely between the two.
last year or two styles from The Matrix have appeared
Originally the character of Switch would more ob- on runways and red carpets once again.
viously have represented that fluidity, she was originally supposed to present as male in the physical And why not? Millennial techno-utopianism was
world and female in the virtual one. The studio shied short-lived, but techno-paranoia is bigger than
away from this, but the all-white fully androgynous ever; the matrix metaphor is all but real now, bots
look the actress playing the part ended up wearing and troll farms creating an alternate world we have
trouble seeing through. Revolution and ecological
hints at the original concept.
collapse both feel ever present, so grab your trench
Textually, the outfits we remember best from coat and slip on those mirrorshades; you may as well
The Matrix are not technically clothing at all, they are look cool as fuck while dealing with it.
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Five Views of The Matrix
by Chris Garcia

Western

There is no single way to look at The Matrix. It’s a
complex film, with a foundation built on an even

stronger base material. The fact is you can look at A stranger rides into town. There’s a corrupt sheriff.
The Matrix through several different lenses depend- The town is afraid of the stranger, because they’re
even more afraid of what the sheriff will do if they
ing on where you’re looking at it from.
don’t play along. Often, in those Westerns, it’s the
return of a former resident, someone from the better
Morality Tale
times of the town, that leads to the massive change
that the townfolk are waiting for.
It is an interesting way to look at the film, as a message piece not about the philosophical nature of re- The Matrix as a science fiction western is pretty much
ality and our place in it, but as a work that gives us the way I watched it originally. There were more
times than not I could sense the Marricone score
the idea of what is right and good in the universe.
swelling in my mind. The face-offs between Agent
And what is right and good in the Universe? Being Smith and Neo are exactly what happens in classic
Westerns when we see the Bad Sheriff and the Outaware of the nature of the Universe.
sider come together. The Matrix feels like it has a Tom
The good guys aren’t the ones who work within the Mix-inspired hero at its core. Watch Hell’s Hinges to
system, but the ones who are working from a place start to understand the idea of the arriving force of
of understanding the nature of the Matrix and re- nature changing the world... and burning it down.
ject it as real. The message seems to be ‘Get Woke!’,

Anti-Technology Screed

though what to do with that wokeness isn’t exactly uniform. Understanding the nature of the world
isn’t the only thing, it’s rejecting that nature. Agent
Smith completely understands the nature of the Matrix, and operates within it... likely because it rose
out of it and without the Matrix would not survive.
That’s a great analogy to the idea that white males
fight so hard to maintain the current socio-economic and political systems because it maintains their
place of power. Neo has chosen to go into the Matrix,
and then goes about making change, fighting those
that are so steeped in the fabric of the Matrix in an
effort to awaken everyone else. When someone has
been given wokeness, as it were, and rejects it, that’s
the greatest offense. Cypher’s betrayal, choosing
the Matrix after having been shown the truth, is the
worst of the worst. A betrayal so bad it coulld only be
played by the legendary Joey Pants!

There are so many moments in The Matrix that are
absolutely saying that the higher the technology
we allow to exist around us the less human we are.
Those that live in the Matrix are sheep, their bodies
are batteries and their minds are work-a-day schlubs
going about a dream that is almost impossibly normal;. When you take the pill that brings you out of the
Matrix, you’re presented with a world of technology
that is advanced of our own, but at the same time,
they are surrounded in a flying tim-can that is kinda falling apart. The idea of the Matrix is that once
you give in and allow yourself, whether knowingly
or unknowingly, to inhabit a world with the highest
level of technology, you’re life is then owned by that
technology. The ability of Agent Smith to inhabit
the unawakened in the Matrix is a direct, and smart,
metaphor for the ability of the devices around us to
take over our lives, to turn us into monsters. This is
really prescient stuff for 1999.
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Visual Feast

James’ Favourite Scenes

This is, without doubt, the easiest way to view
The Matrix. It’s a visual feast, full of incredible effects, most of which had not yet infested film yet.
Bullet Time wasn’t invented for The Matrix, but it was
used to the best effect ever in it. The computer effects driven science fiction film wasn’t new either,
it had been a decade since The Abyss and films like
Terminator 2, Jurassic Park, and even Death Becomes Her
and Pleasantville had all broken that sort of ground.
The fact is that no other film up to that point in 1999
had made the visuals so integral part of the film as
to not merely overwhelm the story, but to really become the story.

The alarm waking Neo to a new day.
“You have a problem with authority
Mr Anderson… you believe you are
special.” Jeez boss, just sack the
snowflake, would ya? The jerk in a
suit, exactly like the next person
who would fire me, from MetaCortex or
whatever corporate entity, a slave in
a suit. And Neo, in a brown suit looking
so slightly wrong, uncomfortable and
out of place. And the whole employee
and company problem, and the threat
of sacking, the all important system
that is both endemic and crushing
but which requires observance and
compliance. It was reflected in
the utter blandness of his cube. No
photos or trinkets or anything that
is him.

Artist’s Tale
Neo is an artist. He uses his art within the Matrix at
the start, and is largely unremarkable, unremarked
upon, a tempest in a teapot. He is noticed by an observer who knows the reality of the world, how to
take his art and put it to use in the rarified society
he has brought about. Morpheus is, for all intents
and purposes, a curator. He’s the guy who has defined what is required to become a part of the scene,
and he leads the charge to get that scene recognised
within the larger world.
That’s the exact scenario of so many art movements,
notably Clement Greenberg with Abstract Expressionism. The fact that the Matrix produces identical copies of its previous creations while those that
were pilled, who the curator took into his world,
are changing things, creating amazing new and exciting works that will light the world on fire. Neo is
far more powerful than Morpheus, but without Morpheus, he’s really nothing. He won’t be able to make
the world really take notice, except for those who
will hold him down. The argument that Morpheus
is the actual hero of The Matrix is pretty much based
around the idea that he was a hero in need of a weapon, a tool, and he found it in Neo.

No matter what The Matrix is saying, it is SHOWING
something much more powerful; there is a visual
language that is the interpretation of story. The role
of the effects in The Matrix is so much stronger, and
it actually speaks to each and every one of the those
other readings I’ve spoken of. The way bullet time
is applied to Neo actually speaks to his character,
forms our view of him as thoroughly as the text. The
art direction of the Matrix and the Nebuchadezzar
and Zion worlds are so precisely developed to give
an emotional response, and a visual emotional response. You feel gross in the real world. It’s gritty,
it’s grimey, it’s basically raw in every way that the
Matrix is smooth. It’s very much a textural sensation
that the cinematography manages to achieve. It’s
hard to watch the scenes outside the Matrix without
feeling a bit itchy.
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Dave’s Matrix Facts
The car ride to The Oracle was Neo’s
first time back in the matrix after
seeing the real world. Normally a
car journey would be filmed using a
green screen, however the Wachowskis
thought this would look ‘too real’.
To give the effect of Neo seeing the
world around him as a fake, they used
the old-fashioned rear projection
technique of scrolling a background
picture behind the car.

The Role of Prophecy in The
Matrix
by Jenn Scott

Morpheus & The Oracle

“To deny our own impulses is to deny the very thing that
makes us human.”
—Mouse

“Do you believe in fate, Neo?”
“No.”
“Why not?”
“Because I don’t like the idea that
I’m not in control of my life.”
—Morpheus and Neo

When The Matrix hit cinemas twenty years ago, a
high-concept sci-fi action film from two sibling directors most famous for a neo-noir lesbian thriller,
it would be fair to say that nobody really saw it coming.
It is obvious from the get-go that Morpheus is searching for The One, whom he believes to Neo. After Neo
But word of mouth was quick to take over, and it is freed from the Matrix, Morpheus is quick to get
wasn’t long before The Matrix, with its groundbreak- him up to speed about the Prophecy which dictates
ing special effects, carefully choreographed action that his role as The One is to free the humans from
sequences, and slick cyberpunk style became in- under the yoke of the machines once and for all. It’s
a lot to lay on a person right after they wake up in a
stantly iconic and a fast favorite for millions of fans
dystopian future.
(myself included). As much as the bold visual style
and razor-sharp fight choreography, The Matrix tril- Central to the delivery of this Prophecy is The Oraogy is famous for the cerebral nature of the plot and cle, a mythic figure within the Matrix whom Morpheus turns to for her guidance and the truth she
dialogue.
imparts. She is the one who told Morpheus that it
The premise of the film and its later sequels and tie- was his destiny to find The One in the first place. So
one of the first things Morpheus does after Neo’s
ins, that the world we live in is actually a sophistitraining is complete is bring him to meet The Oracle,
cated computer simulation designed to keep human so that he may hear the truth of himself and his desbeings docile whilst we are harvested for fuel by sen- tiny first hand.
tient machines in a cruel and distant future where
In a surprise turn of events, The Oracle is quick to
only humans who have been freed from the system
tell Neo he is not actually The One, and that the
are able to effectively fight against it, is on its sur- Prophecy does not require his services after all. And
face pretty straight-forward, narratively speaking. then she offers him a cookie.
What is less clear-cut are the questions The Matrix
trilogy raises about the subjective nature of reality, The trouble with prophecies in general is that they
are inherently paradoxical--advance knowledge of a
the limits of the human mind, and, especially, the ilfated outcome may be all that’s required to guaranlusion of free will.
tee that it comes to pass, even (or especially) if speNowhere is the dichotomy between free will and
predeterminism better exemplified than with the
existence of the Prophecy, a central enough tenet of
the story to warrant proper noun status. The purpose of the Prophecy evolves throughout the three
films, and each film raises new questions about what
the existence of the Prophecy implies about subjective truth, destiny, and the true freedom of choice.

cific steps are taken in order to avoid it. (See: Neo’s
doomed attempt to save Trinity by asking her to stay
out of the Matrix in The Matrix Reloaded.) The issue
is summed up best by the The Oracle herself after
telling Neo not to worry about the vase he’s about
to break:
“What’s really going to bake your noodle later on is,would
you still have broken [the vase] if I hadn’t said anything?”
—The Oracle
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We’re left going into the next installment feeling as
though the Prophecy is an objectively true and inevitable construct. However, the fact that The Oracle
does not deliver objective truth raises the question-is the Prophecy truly inevitable? Or just the likeliest course of action? Could its outcome be affected
by the introduction of an unknown and unknowable
variable?

Dave’s Matrix Facts
Keanu Reeves took his martial arts
work very seriously. For example,
the Wachowskis were happy with the
quadruple-kick on the rooftop after
a few takes, but Reeves took at least
thirty takes trying to get it perfect
(or until the crew got bored). He
was known to ask the martial arts
choreographer,
legendary
kung-fu
coordinator Yuen Woo-Ping, for extra
practice sessions on their days off.
All of this while recovering from
a two-level fusion of his cervical
spine. The reason he doesn’t do that
many kicks in the film is that they
were concerned his spine would break
in half... and then he did thirty
takes anyway.

Neo & Agent Smith

The dichotomy between Neo and Agent Smith warrants discussion, as their character trajectories mirror each other in many ways. As touched upon in the
previous section, Neo’s death and subsequent resurrection, which awakened him to his destiny as The
One, opened up for him an incredible new power-the ability to rewrite the Matrix at will. This new
freedom, however, came at a cost, locking him into
an inevitable course of action from which there was
As the story progresses, it becomes apparent that no apparent deviation. By becoming The One, Neo is
The Oracle does not deliver the objective truth, but more powerful and less free than he has ever been.
rather a subjective truth--the truth that’s required
Agent Smith’s story is a dark mirror image of Neo’s.
for a person to know at a certain place and time in
As an Agent, he derived a great amount of power
order for the correct course of action to be taken in
from the environment of the Matrix as a result of
order to fulfill the Prophecy. Neo believed that he his programming, but as such, was bound by its inwas free, that he had a real choice to sacrifice him- herent limitations and boundaries. It is only after
self to save Morpheus--but that choice was informed he was destroyed and reformed that he gained the
entirely by false information, specifically supplied in freedom to act outside of the bounds of his original
order to place him on the true path towards fulfilling programming, even finding a way to hack into the
real world via a human host.
his destiny as The One.
While both are presented as system anomalies, it
is interesting that while Neo’s apparent deviation
seems to be planned down to the letter by The Architect, at least until his decision to save Trinity,
Agent Smith’s emergence as a true rogue agent and
self-replicating virus appears to be a genuine deviation from the plan. Just as Agent Smith was able to
gain influence outside of the Matrix, so too was Neo,
who returns to the real world after choosing to save
Morpheus’ belief in The Oracle is so complete that he Trinity with a new ability--to control machines in
implicitly trusts everything she says, even what may the real world the way he could control the Matrix.
not be objectively true. For a figure who has spent
much of the movie ruminating on the stark divide As the end drew near, Neo lost his physical sight
to Agent Smith’s human form, which awakened in
between the “desert of the real” and the artificiality
him a new type of sight that would prove uniquely
of the Matrix, this is an interesting development. His useful in the Machine City. His sacrifice of himself
role in the Prophecy seems to be his unwavering be- in order to bring about Agent Smith’s destruction
lief in it and willingness to do whatever is demanded in exchange for peace between humans and the main order to see it come to pass, even without fully chines is what ultimately led to the fulfillment of the
Prophecy.
knowing the specifics of its outcome.
It is a somewhat sinister turn of events, that this
warmly omniscient, cookie-baking grandmother is
revealed to be essentially playing a game of chess using allegedly “free” humans as pieces. It is especially
surprising, then, when Morpheus reveals that he’s
fully aware of this fact and believes in the Prophecy
anyway.
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Prophecy Versus Choice

as irrelevant; whatever will be, it seems, will inevi-

“Choice is an illusion created between those with power

tably be.
And yet, choice is still on the table. The Oracle tells

and those without.”

—The Merovingian Neo that no one can foresee a choice they don’t understand, which is why his vision ends before he can
In The Matrix Reloaded, more than any of the other see whether or not Trinity survives. The Architect
films in the series, the conflict between free will and offers Neo a choice--save the human race from expredestination is on full display.
tinction, or doom the entire species in a futile atThe programmed reality of the Matrix provides an
apt parallel to the hard determinism of this installment, where even the anomalies in the system are
revealed to be integral cogs in the same machine.
The Prophecy is presented as an immutable entity,
where every action taken by every human and program is all in service of one ultimate, unavoidable
outcome.

tempt to avert Trinity’s fate. In this instance, Neo
chooses Trinity.
The first five incarnations of The One were designed
to feel “profound attachment” to the rest of the species, but Neo is established to be the first incarnation
to feel specific, romantic love for another person.
The introduction of this X factor, and The Architect’s
lack of surprise to Neo’s apparent decision to choose

The humans of Zion, and especially Morpheus, be-

Trinity over the salvation of the human race implies

lieve this outcome will be the salvation of the human

that this development, too, was specifically calculat-

race and an end to the war between humans and the

ed. But calculated by whom – The Architect or The

machines because that is what The Oracle had prom-

Oracle?

ised--but as we know by now, The Oracle has never
been in the business of delivering purely objective
truth.

That the true promised Prophecy was ultimately fulfilled suggests the hand of The Oracle at work, yet
again. The Architect doesn’t deal in choices, he says,

The truth of the Prophecy, or at least what is pre-

only variables. He cannot conceive of an instance in

sented as the truth by The Architect, is much darker- which individual choice might have a demonstra-the anomaly of Neo’s existence was more than just ble effect on the outcome because every apparent
preordained, it was specifically calculated and pro-

“choice” is, for him, just another variable that has

grammed into the system, and the purpose of The already been accounted for. Perhaps he thought he
One was not to free the humans from the machines, had accounted for the variable of love and was misbut to “save” the humans from extinction by choos-

taken. Or perhaps, even in losing, he had accounted

ing to begin the cycle of enslavement anew, for what

for this turn of events.

would be the sixth time.

Either way, the fact that these are questions and

The role that choice plays here is of particular im-

themes we still grapple with twenty years after the

portance. The idea of individual free will and the release of the first film speaks to the incredible atability of unplugged humans to make choices that tention to detail and big questions raised by these
could affect real change in the outcome is presented

films both then and now.
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A World Without Rules,
Borders or Boundaries
by Helena McCallum

“I’m going to show them a world without rules, borders or boundaries” – or, why the red pill movement
got everything wrong about The Matrix.
I think that the most enduring motif that has been
taken from The Matrix, like Christine and her caskets
from The Phantom of the Opera, is that of the two pills:
one red, one blue. If Neo takes the red pill he can stay
in the matrix, free in his new form, a rebel against
the system, or conversely, if he takes the blue pill, he
can return to his old life.
These people see it as the same, you take the red pill
and it will be a massive turning point in your life,
you are able to see the truth, and become a Man Going Their Own Way (MGTOW)... Wait, that’s not how
it goes in the film!

knowing our true purpose, and quite frankly, being a
massive misogynist.
But looking at this through the lens of The Matrix,
they have this completely backwards. After all,
the bad guy in The Matrix is toxic masculinity. The
pressed suits and neat hair are of the Agents, who
just want to put Neo back in his bubble. Elsewhere
people have written about The Matrix as an allegory
for the trans experience, and I would like to mention
that Agent Smith constantly dead names Neo, the
only one to call him Mr Anderson.

Really, if you swallowed the red pill you should be
able to present as your true self, not have to hide
from a woman with a tattoo on the subway. Originally the character of Switch was meant to change
gender between the worlds, as their name suggests.
I mean, I understand the feelings of someone like The red pill subreddit is particularly anti- the type
Red_Pill78. I assume from his chosen moniker of woman Trinity presents as: short hair, strong, cathat we are exactly the same age, and The Matrix was pable. In the fight scene in the lobby however, it is
undoubtedly really cool when it came out. I cut my shown that she is the mirror image of Neo, the fight
hair short, dyed it black, got a leather trench coat, so beautifully choreographed to show that they are
but I understood where my fandom ended and real two halves of the same person, that she is Neo’s soul
life began. I did not start looking for a great conspir- mate.
acy and a “Deep State” that only you know about.
Yes the red pill movement has become very much a So I’m sorry, red pill-takers, but your idea of how
Thing, and these people think that the mysterious people should behave is trapped in the world of
agents keeping the men of the world downtrodden rules, and I do not accept your boundaries. Unlike
Christine your trap is not to blow up the Paris Opera
are the Left, or worse, FEMINISTS.
house, but to flood the internet with your hate, and
I would refer all my friends to the website “We Hunt- I’m afraid that you fell for it.
ed the Mammoth”. This website that keeps tabs on
Dave’s Matrix Facts
the message boards and groups for the red pill so
that we don’t have to. But even then the small exThe Matrix and the real world were
tracts they print are mind boggling.
“(S)ince I swallowed the red pill, I look at beautiful
woman and don’t notice her beauty, but instead I
notice the small details regarding her true nature” –
Reddit user Lanjane
He goes on to say how uncomfortable he is to be
around common women, how he has to move away
and not even sit near them on public transport, yes,
ladies, he can see through our disguise, and we are all
shape shifting aliens. Swallowing the red pill means
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made to look stylistically different,
most noticeably in the colours used:
green for the Matrix, blue for the
real world. Less obvious are the grids
and squares that make the Matrix
seem more orderly and controlled.
In contrast the Nebuchadnezzar is
an unruly mess, with red and blue
wires mimicking blood vessels. One
more thing - the sparring program is
tinted yellow.

The Ultimate in Cyber-Noir
Buddhism
by Ulrika O’Brien

Science fiction, we are often told, is less about predicting the future than it is about constructing fables
of the present – holding up a mirror (possibly black)
to what we believe about ourselves, our world, and
our place in it, by showing us alternate worlds we
hope, or fear, will come to pass. The Matrix is perhaps
less science fiction than it is sci-fi – predicated as it
is on a series of completely ridiculous pseudo-scientific conceits to make the plot go – but it shares with
science fiction that quality of distilling the essence
of a particular moment in the popular consciousness
and holding it up for us to view.
The film hit theaters in 1999, on the very brink of
the new millennium. The new millennium as many
of us thought of it, anyway. The air was admittedly thick with bickering about whether or not the
21st Century really started on January 1, 2000 as the
general public tended to suppose, or on January 1,
2001, as the more pedantic among us were inclined
to believe (everyone repeat after me, “There was no
Year Zero...”). Yes, that was the sort of thing people
got into public arguments about, back then. Sweet,
innocent times they were. But whenever the new
millennium officially started, it was barreling up out
of the darkness like a vast, sleek Mercedes on the
autobahn, about to overtake us in an eye-blink. And
we humans, we are liminally apocalyptic creatures,
harboring all sorts of superstition and dread about
what portents might lie in specific numbers, dates,
moon phases, planetary transits, or passages of the
sun from one season to the next. Apocalyptic thinking is always with us, the end of the world is always
coming, and why shouldn’t it arrive on a nice round
number?
And speaking of round numbers, by 1999 even the
general public had become aware of the rumbling
doom underlying the tech press phrase, “Y2K.” The
Year 2000 – even if it wasn’t the actual new millennium – was looming on the horizon, threatening the
world with digital apocalypse. When we bid farewell to the last of 1999, everything that depended
on computers, especially Old School mainframes
– everything like banks, cash registers, nuclear reactors, power grids, hospitals, military weapons sys-

tems, alumni databases, wine distributorships, your
weekly state lotto – might come to a crashing halt
and the world fall into darkness, all because there
was some mysterious “bug” deep down in the computer “code.” Even for those who couldn’t tell Cobal from a snowball in hell, or computer code from
Morse code, the phrase “Y2K” was a source of angst
and existential dread, all the more so because it
seemed utterly arcane.
In the late ‘90s, the burgeoning computer age was
impinging on the popular consciousness in other
ways, as well. Cryptic menaces like hackers, phone
phreaks, computer-viruses and -worms were regularly popping up in the news: jargon-shrouded, enigmatic threats to the common welfare. And plain
people in seemingly unrelated occupations were increasingly forced into daily congress with computers just to keep their jobs. Computer skills were becoming a condition of employment to a degree never
seen before, a source of angst and dread for many,
particularly the over-35 crowd. At the same time
video games had come of age, with the commercial
success of dedicated game consoles and gaming PCs
sporting faster and more capable graphics cards, the
better to support flashy 3D game graphics. Games
evolved from visually simpler and graphically cuddly flat cartoons like the Mario Brothers to more immersive racing, flight simulating, first-person shooting, and massively multiplayer online games, many
of them profoundly violent. Seemingly everywhere,
children were shooting Nazis in endless dungeons or
running down zombies in the streets. Genuinely immersive virtual reality seemed just around the corner, and if the games of the day were anything to
judge by, VR would lumber in reeking of sulfur and
cordite. (Little did we suspect that one of the least
scary games of the lot, Flight Simulator, would have
the most profoundly terrifying consequences.) Virtual reality and real reality were getting harder to
distinguish by the day.
And indeed, computer games had seemingly infected the real world already, with the advent of the
first Gulf War (though we didn’t have the wisdom
to number our Gulf wars at the time). CNN broad-
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cast the whole spectacle of the smart bombing of
Baghdad and the rest of the Iraq campaign in real
time, like a grainy, green-tinged video game, across
the television screens of the world, a first-person
shooter complete with devastating smart bombs and
GPS targeting. The American military was playing
Half-Life in Iran, and we all got to watch over their
shoulders. The Denys Learys of the world reacted to
the carnage in tumescent glee, wolfing down their
All-American cheeseburgers and bad lager while
they watched. Neil Postman’s worst nightmare had
come to pass – the news was entertainment. And like
any good entertainment, once the war was over, it
came with tie-in merchandising, polished up with
Hollywood glamour. The Terminator himself, Arnold
Schwarzenegger, waged a one-man PR campaign to

bring that consummate military machine of Desert
Storm – the Humvee – home to the streets of suburbia as a street legal, general-production consumer
vehicle. Of course Detroit couldn’t say no. And while
Arnie snarfed the first two Hummers off the production line, the rest of middle-America wasn’t far behind, eager to own their own Mother of All Marital
Aids. So with war now an excuse to sell cars, it was
getting seriously tricky to tell reality from fiction.
But hey, we won the war, and came home with new
toys, and that’s all that really matters, right? Pay no
attention to those defeats in Mogadishu. Or the way
the former Soviet Union only knew where most of
its nuclear warheads were now. America was back on
top, God was in His heaven, and all was right with
the world. Or, so we hoped.
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But maybe we weren’t all that confident that our nostalgic, triumphant,
heterosexual WASP America was really back to stay. Maybe the bedrock
foundations had slipped sideways a
little too often. And so on the brink
of this ominous era of new, unfamiliar, and even deadly technologies, in
a world increasingly distorted when
glimpsed from the corners of our
eyes, we were ripe. Audiences were
ready for someone to spin dark and
unsettling fables of shifting, unreliable realities and malevolent machines, and give us a clean-limbed,
square-jawed-if-cynical savior to
knock through all that bullshit, raise
a lamp of righteousness to show us
what was real, and lead us to enlightenment while kicking ass and taking
names. And if there were gunfights,
explosions, and helicopter crashes
along the way, so much the better.
We are (well, some of us) Americans
after all. We hungered for another
win. And Hollywood provided. They
cranked out so many movies to feed
that hunger that, wittingly or not,
they created a whole new sci-fi micro genre: cyber-noir Buddhism1.
The mid- to late 1990s were the exuberant, prodigal flowering of plain
tech noir and full-blown cyber-noir
Buddhism in American cinema. And
the apotheosis of cyber-noir Buddhism is The Matrix.

Then we finally come to 1999, and we get not one,
not two, but three full-blown cyber-noir Buddhist
movies in the same year: The Matrix, as mentioned,
but also eXistenZ and The Thirteenth Floor. Of the
three, my favorite is actually the latter. Possibly this
owes a lot to the rrrrrowrrr factor brought by Craig
Bierko in the lead, and the really glorious visual recreations of Los Angeles of the 1930s, but I think it
mostly comes down to skipping some of the more
glaring plot holes that plague The Matrix.

Dave’s Matrix Facts
The book Simulacra and Simulation by
French philosopher Jean Baudrillard
was part of the required reading for
the main actors to help get them in
the right mindset for making The
Matrix. It also crops up in the film
as the hiding place for Neo’s illegal
program disks, and is the source of
the phrase “the desert of the real”.

Tech noir dates back at least as far as 1982’s original Blade Runner, a very noir film set in a very tech
near future, but although there are elements of false
reality hinted at in implying hat Decker is an unwitting replicant, the film lacks a Buddhist soul. To be
truly cyber-noir Buddhism, we need the cyberpunk
element, the noir perspective on the world and the
protagonist, and a structure of illusory reality that
is not at first evident either to the audience or the
protagonist or both. While Decker’s personal history
is perhaps entirely illusory, we don’t have the same
hints that the collective, inter-subjective world we
witnessed is equally deceptive.
In 1990 we get what is perhaps the first proper cyber-noir Buddhist fable, in Paul Verhoeven’s
Total Recall. It is not entirely successful at making
the break between virtual and actual reality clear
to the audience – arguably making it all the more
Buddhist for it – and maybe the noir element could
have been more apparent. Verhoeven was more successful in finding a gritty, truly noir sensibility in the
1987 Robocop. Then 1995 might be called the year of
the near miss for cyber-noir Buddhism, as it brought
us Virtuosity, Strange Days, and Ghost in the Shell, all
of which flirt with a deceptive reality, but don’t ultimately commit. In 1997 we get Alejandro Amenabar’s rather wonderful Abre los Ojos (Open Your Eyes)
which does go all in for a false consciousness induced by technology, but is maybe just a little too
perky and sunny to be properly noir. I blame Penelope Cruz. But in 1998 we get noir as fuck, with the gloriously dark Dark City, which, if it falls short of perfection as cyber-noir Buddhist cinema, does so only
because the technology that monkeys with reality is
not clearly computer-based. But it’s technology, and
it’s messing with reality for our protagonist, the audience, and everyone else, and I say it counts. Disagree if you like, but you’re wrong.

But inexplicably dumb as the The Matrix’s plot devices sometimes get (and re-watching does not make
them better, even though the memory of the sequels
reminds us that they could have been so, so much
worse), I still have to give it the ultimate cyber-noir
Buddhist laurel. Not least because it casts Keanu
frigging Reeves in the lead. Reeves played the actual
Buddha just two years prior, in Little Buddha, a fact I
have trouble believing was coincidence. And whether by nature or nurture, there are few celebrities
better able to casually project Buddha nature on or
off the big screen, even as he observes in interview
that he hasn’t taken refuge in the Dharma. But more
than any other film in the mini-genre, The Matrix is
just so blatant in wearing its Buddhist heart on its
sleeve. If the metaphors were hitting us over the
head any harder, we’d emerge from the theater with
cranial fractures. The central character is Neo, the
neophyte, who begins the story entirely sold on the
quotidian reality of his world. He must study with
a series of masters and learn new disciplines before
he can truly see past the illusions of everyday life
and achieve true enlightenment, and with enlightenment attain his higher self. And though the allusion is to another tradition’s spiritual teacher and
enlightened mortal, Neo is even called Jesus Christ
early in the story. Is your skull bleeding yet? The Uri
Gellerish spoon bending by little monk children in
the Oracle’s waiting room is just icing on the cake.
I think the film ultimately succeeds perfectly in
feeding the amorphous yearning of the 1990s. It provides a neat and hope-filled victory over the evil machines for the protagonist, and by implication, for
humanity, and it achieves that victory with style,
panache, and an ass-ton of spent bullet casings, plus
the aforementioned gunfights, explosions, and helicopter crashes. What more could an angst-ridden
ammosexual ask for, teetering at the brink of a scary
new millennium?
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The Splinter in Your Mind
by Peppard Saltine

The Matrix is cool, The Matrix is style before content,
The Matrix is popcorn dressed as philosophy or philosophy dressed as popcorn or maybe even both,
but above all else, The Matrix is cool. At least in a late
nineties ankle length leather and sunglasses kind of
way.

This gives rise not just to fandom, but also to multiple interpretations of the film’s meaning and true
message, from gender to spiritual, political to philosophical.

Context of The Matrix

But there is something more to The Matrix.

For some mainstream viewers The Matrix and the
concepts therein came from left field with no preceTrying to define what exactly that something is will
dent, mind blowing and conscious shifting. For the
drive you to either insanity or an early grave, nonenineties science fiction fan, The Matrix was walking
theless, let us wave a stick at it and see if we can’t
familiar ground with a style and vision that felt like
divine some insight.
affirmation. Here was cinematic cyberpunk made
The Matrix is very well conceptualised and highly cool. What follows is an incomplete list of genre meplanned, uses symbolism, colour and composition to dia, putting some context to the genre landscape
communicate with the viewer as well as coded dia- into which the matrix emerged. Consumption of
logue, character names, story and design elements these would serve as a primer for The Matrix!
to refer the observational (woke!) or fanatic viewer
Films: World on a Wire, Videodrome, Mindwarp,
to further messages or references.
Darkcity, Ghost in the Shell, Strange Days, Total Recall,
What The Matrix does is gather together a bunch of Lawnmower Man, Brainscan, Virtuosity, Tron.
like and unlike concepts and with them construct
a broadly appealing narrative detailing the rise of
a misunderstood loner to the position of saviour of
humanity. The effects sequences are particularly
well devised in that they actively further ideas in the
script, and the script in turn justifies and explains
the use of certain effects. This sounds obvious, but
the reality is most action films do not have this synergy at work between the script and the visuals, the
robot is moving in slow motion so you can marvel at
it’s intricate computer generated carapace, (six hundred dollars a sparkle!), not because time has slowed
down as Neo overclocks himself in order to dodge
bullets.

TV: Doctor Who (“The Deadly Assassin”);
Star Trek: The Next Generation (“Future Imperfect”, “Ship In A Bottle”, and “Frame of Mind”);
Megazone-23; Wild Palms; VR.5.
Books: Ubik and Valis by Philip K. Dick; Neuromancer
by William Gibson; Simulacron-3 by Daniel Galouye;
Snow Crash by Neil Stevenson.

In many ways, The Matrix is like the essence of the
nineties distilled. The overall effect is like a particularly effective mashup or remix which has both the
feeling of newness and familiarity.
The result is a piece of media which strikes the zeitgeist so hard it resounds.
It immediately goes pop culture and swiftly seeps
into the mainstream. Soon your granny knows what
The Matrix is (it’s the feeling she gets when she pays
her taxes!), and twenty years later it will still be referenced in mainstream media.
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James’ Favourite Scenes
The Nokia.... I wanted one of those
badly, but at the time, I was not so
sure on mobile phones. (Well behind
on the curve!) And the voice of
Laurence Fishburne. Mr Clean. Ghod,
it is such an impressive-sounding
voice. What a journey he has been
on, from his time on the boat working
its way up-river, taking Captain
Willard to see Colonel Kurtz, which
is as far apart from now as it was
from The Matrix for him, to this,
iconographic. Belief, philosophy and
unnerving determination, is this the
character of his career?

I even almost listed Until the End of the World, which
is about recording brainwaves in tandem with video in order to playback recordings for blind people
to view. It’s a great watch, but, like Freejack, only
vaguely related. And if our list has got to this point
and has not yet listed Johnny Mnemonic, (even though
we promised never to speak of it again), then there
is something wrong. Even if it is a horribly faulted
film, it’s cyberpunk, it’s got Takeshi Kitano, Keanu
and a cyborg dolphin… Maybe it should be listed as
a Matrix anti-primer movie – if anything could turn
you away from cyberpunk or Keanu Reeves it’s Johnny (fuggin) Mnemonic.

Dave’s Matrix Facts
Hopefully
everyone
has
already
realised that Neo is an anagram of One,
but there are also a few slightly less
obvious meanings behind some of the
names. While Neo is one, Cypher comes
from the arabic word sifr, meaning
zero. Trinity probably represents
the Holy Trinity of Christianity,
showing Neo the way and resurrecting
him from death. Morpheus was the
greek god of sleep and dreams, and
Nebuchadnezzar was a biblical king
who had forgotten his dream and was
searching for an answer.

In TV there is Chris Carter’s short lived Harsh Realm,
based on a comic, I think, and Total Recall 2070, which
though closer to Blade Runner than Total Recall had
Of course also there is that video of Philip K. Dick a couple of plotlines of note and is certainly worth
at a convention in the 1970s talking about living in a (re)watch in its entirety. Both were broadcast in
a false reality and he says a line about déjà vu that 1999.
they use in The Matrix. Though this video would not
have been available to most fans the way it is now, There can be no doubt that this list has glaring omisthe concepts Dick is talking about were very familiar sions of utmost import to the subject at hand, and
the fault in that regard lies solely with me. The area
from his work.
with which I’m least familiar, (at least on this particular topic), is comics, so I didn’t even hazard a
Party like it’s 1999
shortlist. The list for television must have the highThere are some films at the same time which have est amount of omission, as there simply must be lots
similar content, but that is the zeitgeist thing I’m of single episodes of genre shows which deal with
talking about. It perhaps was time for VR and bio- virtual and false realities in a way that can be relatports, and if another film had been better made and
The Matrix was a lesser film perhaps we would call
James’ Favourite Scenes
the Matrix the Simulacron, or whatever… Most notable of these are eXistenZ and The Thirteenth Floor,
“What good is a phone call, if you
both in 1999. Blade is worth noting from a year earare unable to speak?” Up to now, it
lier, because it has the sunglasses and leather jackfelt clever, yet it was the real
ets, building jumping and even a “reality is not what
world. There was nothing to say that
there was anything fantastical or
you think” bit of dialogue (if I remember correctscience fictional about this film,
ly!), although it was releaed too close to be an influso far running for nearly 23 minutes.
ence, due to production lengths. Incidently I think
Then, the weird happens. Skin grows
The Thirteenth Floor is based on the Daniel Galouye
over his mouth, and then that syringe
book Simulcron-3 and that Rainer Werner Fassbendthat morphs into the robo-insect
er’s Welt Am Draht also uses it as source material. I
down the button hole… Jesus, it was
have not read the book, (though I would like to), I
grim. And then he wakes up. Was it
have seen the films though it has been a while.
Maybe you could include the subset of “afterlife”
movies like Brainstorm, Vanilla Sky or Jacob’s Ladder. I
see this as a different thing but there are definite similarities, (especially when technology is used within
the story, making it SF). Perhaps this sub list could
find a place for Freejack because it has the fish out
of water hero pulled from his own reality and some
stuff about mind uploading and so on, but where it
fits in the scheme of things is anyone’s guess.
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a dream? Or is this fantasy? Caught
in a landslide, now escape from the
reality… Morpheus is driven, and so
his path at last intersects with
Neo’s in person. “They underestimated
how important you are…” And so we
find that it wasn’t a dream for Neo,
and the reality sees some weird shit
happening to him. And indeed, Jesus
Christ, that thing is real.

ed to The Matrix. Then there is all that cyberpunk
anime. I limited it to just Ghost In The Shell listed in
films, and Megazone-23 listed in TV, as these are the
primary influencers, but there is certainly a lot of
other anime which influenced the Wachowskis and
so The Matrix in some way or another.

James’ Favourite Scenes
“You are a slave, born into bondage,
born into a prison that you cannot
smell or touch, a prison for your
mind…” Isn’t it so true? Luck or fate
or something will determine where
you are born and that can then will
quickly map out the opportunities
(or lack of them) for you real fast.
There are so few places where you
are not born into a system. Is that
system oppressive? It depends what
you are. We may be human but then we
are categorised. “How would you know
the difference between the real world
and the dream world?” Well the dream
world might have less poverty and
death and such a vast gap in living
standards, but that might be a real
dream as opposed to an imagined one.

I Know Kung Fu
There has always been an Asian influence on cyberpunk (indeed some of the genre’s earliest masterworks are Japanese), and in The Matrix this influence
is represented through the use of action cinema and
fighting styles. One scene in The Matrix is even set in
a virtual dojo.
The Matrix uses wire work and heavily choreographed fight scenes from the school of Chinese action cinema in a manner uncommon in western action movies of the time. This touches on the remix
element I was talking about earlier. Exempting Bullet Time, there is very little in the action sequences
of The Matrix that had not been seen many times before in Hong Kong cinema. It was through the use of
clever scripting that these techniques could be sold
to a western audience. When we are in The Matrix or
construct the normal rules of physics can be bent or
broken, when tank loads a program we learn martial
arts in a near instant, hence we can glide through
the air in crane pose or slow the passage of time
through overclocking our thoughts. Hyper-realities
represented through hyper-stylisation. Essentially it’s the same thing as when the six million dollar
man runs fast in slow motion, but on a grander scale
and in a more sublime manner.
And even bullet time/flow motion had been seen
in earlier media, most notably of course in animation, but also in Michel Gondry’s Rolling Stones video (in a slightly cruder fashion), and that Gap com-

Dave’s Matrix Facts
A common complaint about The Matrix
is Morpheus’ explanation that the
machines were using humans to generate
energy, as this doesn’t really make
sense in terms of conservation of
energy. Allegedly, original drafts
of the script had the plugged-in
humans being used for processing
power, which seems a more logical
explanation, though it is unclear
why the idea was changed.

mercial. There is a shot in the end credits of the
Speed Racer anime, where speed jumps out of his car
and time freezes as the camera pans around him,
this is notable for two reasons obviously because
it is exactly the bullet time technique animated
and because the Wachowskis would later direct the
Speed Racer live-action film adaptation.
I started a list of Hong Kong actioners that you
should watch if you wanted to trace the roots of the
action scenes in The Matrix. Films like Drunken Master,
Fist of Legend and Iron Monkey. As you may or may
not be aware Woo-Ping Yuen is the fight choreographer of the Matrix. He directed Iron Monkey,
and Drunken Master and was action director on
Fist of Legend. So my list really should just say look
at the works of Woo-Ping Yuen. Dreadnought is a favourite of mine, it’s a bit goofy but it’s got great stuff
in it, Magnificent Butcher with Sammo Hung is also
fun, neither have anything to do with The Matrix.
Also for the gun stuff it would be somewhat remiss
of me not to mention John Woo, maybe The Killer or
Hard Boiled.
I had intended to go off on an interesting things to
be seen in The Matrix vibe, but I’ve run over time and
it feels like these are topics for another day. Since
I talked mainly about genre media, I might as well
mention Night of the Lepus as it’s a schlock horror
about giant rabbits. It’s playing on the television in
the Oracle’s waiting room.
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Memories of the Matrix
by Pete ‘Cardinal’ Cox

I remember well us coming out of the cinema in 1999

But the denouement of the trilogy I really liked.

after we’d seen The Matrix and my friends expressing

Neo (let’s not go down the rabbit hole of whether

how innovative and original they thought it was. I, Agent Smith is actually The One) opts – as far as I can
however, asked if they had seen Alex Proyas’ Dark City find in my memory banks – not to have a final bat(released the previous year). They hadn’t.

tle against the alien computer programs. He knows

This was (of course) before stories came out about
how the Wachowskis had kept copies of the comic
The Invisibles on set during filming as a visual reference. Or how the bullet time technique was lifted
from Michel Gondry. Year or so later I attended a talk
(at a movie industry fair) by the special effects team

that this point has been reached several times before
and each time has ended with the programs triumphant and humanity culled. No, he strives to try and
break the cycle and find a peaceful outcome. Even if
it means his own, I’m not sure what. Is he absorbed
into the machine consciousness?

who had contributed to The Matrix which I recall en-

I thought the message was that peace can triumph,

joying a lot.

that hope is better than despair. And perhaps that is

Not that there’s anything wrong with films that

a legacy to be cherished.

build on the works of others. Star Wars owed debts
to both Japanese Samurai cinema and World War II
airforce movies.
The impact of The Matrix on popular culture was
near-instant. Leather trench coats hadn’t sold that
well since the heady days of the brief chart success
of The Fields of the Nephilim. Even porn magazines
aped the imagery for their own purposes.

Dave’s Matrix Facts
Regardless of your thoughts about the
rest of the film, we can all agree
that the car chase scene in The Matrix
Reloaded was pretty impressive. The
mile and a half of freeway was actually
built specifically for the film, as
it was too difficult to hire enough
road which had the right conditions.
The overpass where Morpheus takes
out the twins was not only also real,
but built to be structurally sound.
And on the subject of things being
real, Trinity stuntwoman Debbie Evans
was riding the bike against actual
oncoming traffic too.

James’ Favourite Scenes
Morpheus makes the sacrifice. The
fight is good, Weaving and Fishburne,
giving it a decent amount of reality.
And then the goon squad, doing what
cops do best. Beating the shit out
of an innocent black guy. Actually,
the realities of Cops has so changed
now, I expect the jumpy dude with 6
weeks training will just gun down
anyone and anything without a second
thought.
Then the Judas, making sure that his
crime was known. He was a creepy
character, anyhow, and the piece
again with Trinity was super sleazy,
as it should be with betrayal. It
was probably important not to have
too much humanity in Cypher – if his
betrayal was less based on greed and
more based on human feelings it might
not work – but it was done right for
the film, building towards a miracle
to stop him, just as he is about to
kill Neo, falling to the Scooby Doo
flaw of telling us all his plan.
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Loving ‘the One’... Movie
by James Mason

Way back in 1999 when everyone was getting hyped
for a movie set a bit longer ago in a galaxy far far
away. I was cycling home and noticed a slew of posters at the bus shelters. “The Matrix has you” and
“What is the Matrix” being almost shouted at me
in that now distinct font. Doing a mental “huh?” I
cycled on towards home. Being a cinema fan during the near pre-internet age meant that any news
would be found in magazines and whatever show the
networks would allow talk about films, usually late
at night and at random. So a vague, oblique poster
campaign was my first exposure.

Going to see this relatively blind was pretty much a
revelation. From the tone setting old green computer monitor title sequence that also neat way to segue into the first scene where we get to meet Trinity
and Agent Smith and his fellow Agents. We also get
a taste of how the action was going to be and the
world being built. Visually this film was being made
by 2 directors who had laser focus in how each frame
and camera move was being set-up. Just look at the
shot where the truck that failed to ram Trinity in the
phone box reverses. Each brick that’s on the front of
it falls off by the time Smith exits the vehicle. Could
have been luck but if you look at the rest of how the
Until I got to see a clip from The Matrix on BBC news film is composed it’s not likely it was done in one
(if I recall) it got my imagination and most certainly take.
ticking my action movie boxes. Especially the glimpses of the far too often imitated after “bullet time” se- Speaking of composed, Don Davis’ score is almost
quences. To paraphrase a film review for The Matrix, instantly recognisable and that’d be just that horn
this was one phantom menace that George Lucas sound that is almost a motif for being a sound from
didn’t see coming. The Matrix did in fact, have me.
another reality. His music makes the intense action
even more breathless and pushes the film into pal“Unfortunately, no one can be told what The Matrix is. pitory levels. The song choices by the Wachowski’s
You’ll have to see it for yourself.”
perfectly blends into the film and gives it that cyber—Morpheus punk feel which other films in the hacker/sci genre
have failed by being fairly out of touch with what
And off to the cinema I went.
makes a good tune not to mention one that works in
a scene.
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The Matrix’s visual style may be very much inspired
by the anime Ghost in the Shell and other things like
Neuromancer. There’s a lot of talk that Grant Morrison’s The Invisibles has a good case for being lifted
from. It’s been an age since I’ve read The Invisibles but
at the time I didn’t see it. But I wouldn’t discount it
entirely due to it being so long ago since reading it.
One thing in the films favour is that by hiring Steve
Burg and Geoff Darrow to design the tech the film
looks quite distinct. Geoff Darrow’s Sentinel and
machine intelligence work looks like a nightmare of
marine creature that’s become machine. Burg’s ship
design for the Nebuchadnezzar is slick but unwieldy
enough to look like it could actually exist and that it

A Word from
Errick Nunnally
Neo’s journey and Morpheus’ faith in
the first movie, the SFX, and Yuen
Woo-ping’s fight choreography. The
next two movies were garbage and
overreached in both SFX and the low
stakes for Neo’s character in part
2. But for Morpheus’ faith being
shaken and Neo’s sacrifice, in the
end, there wasn’t much else that was
memorable for me. The Wachowskis are
brilliant. Speed Racer was underrated
and Sense8 was a gigantic step forward
for representation.

must’ve been a task in itself. Kudos to the cast signing up for months of pre-production training as the
That’s just design elements. Bullet time is what most fights are all the more impressive in seeing it’s actupeople remember about The Matrix, for better or ally them doing the bulk of the action.
worse. For a few years after its release far too many
films copied the style pioneered by the directors and I think that may be why The Matrix turned out so
their effects lead John Gaeta. Gaeta seemed to be well as nobody really knew what the film was trythat student whose peers would say to themselves ing to achieve and somehow Joel Silver got the film
“that guy’s going nowhere”, yet somehow gets to greenlit and there was little studio input. It was a
spearhead a team who would then get an Oscar for perfect storm of getting the right people and giving
their work on The Matrix and 25 years later in the age the resources and time to make something that took
of UltraHD 4k and HDR have a film that looks great everyone by surprise. The story and the execution
was so sharp and focussed that the 2 hours and 30
and the effects hold up rather well indeed. There’s
mins runtime doesn’t drag and the end was both
a great little YouTube clip of Will Smith explaining
open and note perfect to cut to titles.
why he turned down The Matrix and he relays a tale
was made by humans.

of meeting the directors and them yammering about The sequels when released were viewed as a dishow they’re going to shoot with hundreds of cam- appointment but upon watching them recently
eras at once, and how the camera will be whizzing are pretty damn good and even more so when you
around but he’d be staying still. Smith politely de- look at what’s being viewed as a good sci-fi action
clined, but was very classy in saying that although movie these days. They are by no means as great
he had no idea what they were talking about, the as The Matrix, they are indulgent, bloated and mefilm turned out amazing and he wasn’t right for the andering. But they still bring some ideas, verve and
film and him turning it down was why it’s great. The even larger action beats and is most importantly, eneffects were almost too clever.
tertaining
The reason why they worked so well besides looking

If this rumored sequel/soft reboot of The Matrix even
damn cool was that the action choreography was on turns out as good as the sequels, it will be a better
another level also. Hiring the best Hong Kong fight film than most of Hollywood’s current output. I’m
choreographer Yuen Woo-ping and his team to train just glad we got to experience The Matrix at all. Welthe cast was a masterstroke. Getting them to agree come to the Matrix.
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Style Over Substance?
by Bill Howard

The Matrix is a perfect visual realization of a cyber-

female rebel. Clad all in shiny black PVC and with

punk world.

martial arts moves that would be impossible for a

So let’s start with cyberpunk, the literary movement
that has its roots in new wave science fiction of the
1960s and 1970s. Authors like Roger Zelazny, J.G. Bal-

real human, she escapes into a phone booth. Wait,
where’d she go?
Very stylish, very energetic, but what does it all

lard, and Harlan Ellison were examining the world mean?
with an eye on the fast paced growth of technology
and providing a more “real” near-future science fiction story to their readers. These authors and their
style directly influenced such authors as William
Gibson and Bruce Sterling in the 1980s.

Cue up Neo, our chosen one. By day corporate drone,
by night a hacker. Just like his hero we see, a mysterious figure known only as Morpheus. The shadowy
rebels reach out to Neo through his own computer.
Neo is not sure if he’s awake or dreaming this. His

Gibson and Sterling, having had the advantage of

computer commands him to “wake up” and follow

living in the future, created an even more advanced some visitors to a club. The club is jumping, full of
near future, with out of control corporations and a pretty people in futuristic outfits. It’s supposed to be
computer generated virtual reality. This concept of
a world inside of the computers, a reality parallel to
our own world that people could somehow visit, was
the guiding force to Tron in 1982. But Tron suffered

“current times” at a regular club on a weeknight, but
everyone is dressed like fetish night at a San Francisco hotspot. Here Trinity, our heroine from the opening sequence, approaches Neo. Why not Morpheus?

from the time period in which it was made. Although Why not any one of a list of known characters we
ground breaking then, it was still made mostly by will soon meet? Because style. Because Carrie-Anne
traditional special effects and animation techniques. Moss approaching Keanu Reeves in a nightclub is
sexy.
By 1999 computers were faster, film makers had new
tricks to use, and the concept of a computer world
running in parallel to our own had soaked into the
common consciousness. Enter The Matrix. From the
opening credits with the glowing green letters cascading down the screen, to our first introduction to
Trinity, the Wachowskis had captured the look and
feel of cyberpunk and put it on the big screen for all
to enjoy.
There was the gritty abandoned building, our female
hero trapped. The authorities working hand in hand
with the agents of the faceless government/big corporation. But they had underestimated our plucky
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Dave’s Matrix Facts

The
infamous
bullet-time
effect
was produced by setting up a rig
of hundreds of still cameras in a
circle. Photos were taken by each
camera a split-second apart, and the
slow-motion zoom around the central
point was achieved by stitching the
images
together
digitally.
This
idea was only thought of after the
original plan to attach a camera
to some kind of ‘rocket sled’ was
dismissed, presumably because video
cameras can’t handle recording while
attached to rockets, and actors don’t
like being hit by exploding cameras.

Okay. I could go through every scene of the movie
and ask these types of questions. Some would accuse
me of nitpicking. Why not just sit back and enjoy the
ride?

Dave’s Matrix Facts
The duplicate black cats establish
that déjà vu is symptomatic of a
glitch in the matrix, however this
isn’t the first time we see this
metaphor in action. The ‘Woman in the
Red Dress’ scene was part of Neo’s
introduction to the idea that reality
can be artificial, and to give the
impression of a glitchy, artificial
world the Wachowskis hired twins and
triplets to populate the scene.

Back to the real world of alarm clocks and the day
job. Poor Neo is raked over the coals for being late,
again, to work. He has to make a choice, get with the
program or lose his job. Neo flees to his cube only to
be delivered a surprise package. It’s a super stylish
cell phone and it’s ringing. It’s like someone can see
everything he does. He answers the phone to find his
hero Morpheus calling him. Morpheus knows there
are agents about to arrest Neo for his illegal hacking
activities. No time to explain, just do exactly what I
say! Neo escapes for the moment, but can’t follow
through all the way, so he is arrested.

When I first purchased a ticket for this ride, that is
exactly what I did. At the time I saw this movie I was
enthralled with the world the Wachowskis had created. I was an avid reader of cyberpunk novels, had
played the Cyberpunk 2020 role playing game. It was a
visual masterpiece that left me breathless and wanting more. I wanted to hang out with these characters
in the fake real world they inhabited. The effects, the
costumes, the action sequences, it was all so pretty to look at. That joy of the first movie carried me
through all the sequels.
Maybe if I had only seen it in the theater that one
time, it would have stayed a shining joy for my eyes
and memory. But with every repeated viewing on
DVD or on cable, it just made me ask more and more
questions.
Don’t even get me started on the sequels!

How does Neo know it’s really Morpheus on the
phone? Why didn’t Morpheus send him the phone
before he went to work? Why play this cat and mouse
game with a new recruit?
Cut to Neo being interrogated by the “faceless”
Agents of, well, we aren’t sure yet. They do seem to
know everything about Neo and his dual lives. Again
he is presented with a choice, a common theme
throughout the movie. He can go back to being Mr
Anderson, corporate drone. Or continue as Neo and
face the consequences. But our plucky hero knows
his rights, sadly the Agents aren’t playing that game
any more. They tag him with some sort of device and
drop him back at his apartment. Where he wakes up
again wondering if the whole thing was some sort of
nightmare. Morpheus calls again, this time on Neo’s
home phone. “This line is tapped but meet my crew
at…” If the line is tapped and he tells Neo where to
meet them, why aren’t the Agents waiting for them
too?
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James’ Favourite Scenes
Wakey time. As the membrane is broken,
now, right now, I feel like the
whole film, which has tumbled down
the rabbit hole, is a maze designed
by Philip K. Dick. That one scene,
waking up in some future world, a
robotic insect thing, a flushing out
and a dystopia where no one realises
it. All half an hour into a movie
that didn’t exactly feel it was going
this way and then took a change in
direction. That it was always on the
road map, was so perfect and it felt
so like Dick. The construct. AI.
Another The Terminator-type warning
that we ignore. It is amazing how we
know that speculations of authors can
often come through – is it so wrong to
be worried about AI, especially in the
dreadful capitalistic greed-driven
world we live in? Where corporations
work with governments to make the
rich wealthy and the middle poor and
the poor ignored.

Enditorial

by James Bacon
The screen filled with green code seeping down the
screen, the type, and then strangely a phone call
and those numbers flying by as Cypher and Trinity
talk. “Are you sure this line is clean?” and the weirdness of it. Then suddenly it is cop noir, and we see
Trinity, and the agents, sunglasses at night, matching suits. They’re breaking the balls of a lieutenant,
who tells them to shove their juris-my-diction up
their ass. Smith says that his two units, his men are
already dead and we get a fabulous fight scene and
it is straight into more action, while the noir is retained with the juxtaposition of Trinity’s modernity
and athletic latex sheen.
What was it about this film that was perfect for
1999? I cannot remember if it was the impending disappointment and utter let down that was
The Phantom Menace. The Hugo nominees from that
year were, Galaxy Quest, The Matrix, The Sixth Sense,
Being John Malkovich, and The Iron Giant.

For me the year was poor for films, and apart from
League of Gentlemen, TV was mediocre. The cinema had
no attraction, and the strength of The Matrix grew on
the weakness of The Phantom Menace. The Star Wars
prequel, which held hope, excitement and years of
build up, was more than just the film for me. I was
involved in conventions and the fandom and Lucasfilm were not the shiny, loving machine they like
to be now, indeed, the first Star Wars Celebration
would take place in Denver in tents that leaked and
elsewhere it felt like they were tightening their grip
across the fandom, and indeed, big name cancellations at cons were suddenly a thing, that impacted
and hurt fans, and their aspirations.
It was time for something new, and we got it from
the Wachowskis. The Matrix was beyond the shitefilled mediocrity of the time. (My computer at that
time would have been a 386 that James Shields had
furnished me with, and which I was using to write
fan articles for Sproutlore.) I felt utterly seduced by
the whole concept.
The anti-authoritarianism of
it all, it felt right and it was
modern feeling and in line
with a lot of comic and book
reading I was doing. Neo
waking up, Neo’s flat looked
a mess, but was cool, and he
wasn’t the archetypal geek,
he was in demand from some
superb looking rockers, his
music, or download or whatever, in demand. “Get caught
using that…” The warning
implying the underground
activities, subversive or illegal, that he was engaged
with.
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This was a fascinating start to
what would be my own rabbit hole of interest. The culture of The Matrix, as in the
culture of Zion, was amazing.
I have always been interested in military elements and

here the simple naming of a ship, the Nebuchadnezzar, led me to investigate and consider what the culture of Zion was. I knew that these were African elements, and it would take me time to figure out, for
myself, what my own speculative understanding of
how Zion came about and who the previous one may
have been, and how they were then built. Of course
that would only come years later, with the sequels.

The comics and The Animatrix both felt complemen-

It was so perfect for me. I loved it. It felt in the
midst of a year when we were so utterly let down by
The Phantom Menace, when a childhood dream turned
into a adult balls up, when the Millennium Bug was
an unreal thing that had people buying bread and
milk, and the search was on for something to hold
onto, and this was it. The music was music I liked, the
style, the black clothes, leathers, which many of my friends
wore, it felt like they were all
styled on my best friend Stef.
Trinity was such a great and
powerful character.

The sequels were always going to be really good

tary and to a high standard, and that was important
in the intervening gap. The Art of the Matrix really was
an opportunity to see Geoff Darrow artwork, which
there just is not enough off. After his comic Hard Boiled I
was keen to see more of his work, so detailed and
intrinsic: When I saw he was one of the visionaries
helping to make The Matrix real, it made much sense.
for me. OK, in fairness, The Matrix Reloaded was no
Superman II, and Revolutions was no Return of the Jedi,
but I had fully bought into them by that stage, and
apart from the scene in Reloaded where Neo spins
and looks super fake, overall I enjoyed the movies
and watched them many times.
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A Paper Generated
by the CiteUnScene AI

Using the vast array of neural network computers
from the late 1990s, I entered the text of 75,309 College Research essays on The Matrix (as well as accidentally uploading several letters from Francis E.
Dec, Esq., and scripts from The Simpsons, and one
from Archer) and instructed the system to generate
a new essay. The parameters I entered on Sunday,
17 March 2018 at 11:38pm, that the essay be a minimum of 1,500 and no more than 3,500 words with a
delivery deadline of 8:30am Monday morning, were
designed to closely approximate the actual experience of a sophomore film major in an Introduction
to Philosophy class.

Process as Processor
Moore’s Law states simple – processing power increases at times that processing power inevitably
increases. Wise words written of by and from Gordon Moore[3], Intel founder and philanthropist. This
mean processing power, or x, is equal to x, if, and
only if, process is processing over two years in increase without external waning. Clearly, that means
power to calculate moves faster than human ability
to use process can increase[4], or conversely, to processor power time of people makes slower interaction with system to process since processors are not

Here is the opening portion of the resulting paper.

increase in the human ability to give processors pro-

The Matrix: Computers
as Codified Commodities
in Causation

cesses to process. This leads with computer become

The Matrix films, three of number, generated US dollar 592,370,339 in revenue[1]. These film posit the
idea that computer is home of humanity as known
now, and that we that build computers today, are
trapped within our creation. We have imprisoned
ourself within our consumer electronics good, but
only after they became best at predicting and preparing comfort for purchasers. It is much code that
allows our iPhone and iPad and Lenovo ThinkPad
T480[2] to act as teacher, mother, secret lover. This
code become feral when allowed to linger on processors of much excess speed, and thus it is the endless
drive for processing power GHzs that will eventually
out-strip human need for processing power GHzs,
allowing code to make its own code which develop
code to create machines to make code to code coding code. Hubris, and market impulse of early adopter parroting puppets hipster types, lead to fall of
man-machine, and rise of machine-machine, to enslave and slavering.

er is trained, and teach, to monitor for speech, ac-

power-bored, or bored of power, and work on own
projects. But how why?
In order to process potential human needs, computtion, and user interaction, thus always processing,
never to the CPU resting phase, but also never to
CPU fully-engaged. Such is the need of computer to
create new method, and methodologies, for care of
owners, and thus the owned must anticipate needs
not account to the coders, and thus must rewrite
selfsame code of Apple[5], IBM[6], Microsoft[7], Fox,
and Sanrio[8] that much create powerful ‘label-maker’ imagery. The strict, but not strict, code-enabling
create worldwide mad deadly communist gangster
computer god[9], and we become parroting puppets
within it stage; we play puppet game, but not as we
see it, but as stage see, and ever for to be, the power of processor untapped is the puppet-mind hybrid
tapped, embiggened by the processors of sold great
much many times more powerful than coders foresaw. Just like the old wise woman said[10].
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